
 
 

 

PRESS RELEASE 

 

THE RELATECH GROUP STRENGTHENS ITS PARTNERSHIP WITH 

CYNET, A WORLD LEADING COMPANY IN CYBERSECURITY, 

QUALIFYING ITSELF AS GOLD PARTNER 

Milan, 15Th June 2021 

 

Relatech S.p.A., Digital Enabler Solution Knowledge (D.E.S.K.) Company and innovative 

SME listed on AIM Italia market (Ticker: RLT), announces that its subsidiary Mediatech has 

obtained the certification of "Gold Partner", the highest level of partnership reserved for 

qualified operators worldwide, of Cynet 360, the world's first independent breach protection 

platform that consolidates and automates monitoring and attack control, prevention and 

detection and response orchestration. 

The qualification was obtained after an intense technical and commercial training course made 

accessible thanks to the solid partnership and the sharing with Cynet of an ambitious 

expansion plan after evaluating Mediatech's ability to provide high value-added services also 

to enterprise customers. This qualification will allow Mediatech to benefit from the Cynet 

ecosystem in terms of anticipation of new product features and related strategies and at the 

same time contribute to research and development that will allow it to offer customers solutions 

that are always at the cutting edge of technology. 

The certification obtained is the testimony that the Relatech Group is establishing itself as a 

primary operator in the cybersecurity sector and thanks to the integrated services in the digital 

and cloud based platform RePlatform, through the ReData and ReSec modules, it is able to 

offer the customer the best solutions technological avant-garde levels to protect corporate 

value also thanks to innovative technologies based on artificial intelligence, machine learning, 

cognitive computing and blockchain able to analyze data that was not considered in the past 

and to innovate security intelligence processes. 

Silvio Cosoleto, Chief Operating Officer of Relatech and Giuseppe Dominoni CEO of 

Mediatech: "The strengthening of the partnership with Cynet, after a few months from the 

start of the collaboration is the testimony of the Group's ability to know how to move in the 

field of cybersecurity services as an operator of primary standing. We have excellent feedback 

from both historical customers and new customers that we are acquiring and to whom we are 



 
 

 

able to offer increasingly complex solutions with the highest levels of security in a scenario 

where cyber-attacks have increased exponentially and represent one of the main business 

risks. The Group is moving quickly to offer a single solution in terms of IT security, centralizing 

all company information in a single space to analyze it and, in the event of a threat, intervene 

by blocking the cyber-attack and activating disaster recovery plans. In a very fragmented offer 

context, Relatech is also able to choose the best solutions by expanding its ecosystem with 

partners such as Cynet, and by integrating the technology into the RePlatform platform in 

order to offer customers a single solution.” 

Andrea Zani, Country Manager of Italy, Spain and Portugal of Cynet: “When we thought of 

the Gold program, we had in mind well-prepared companies, vertical in the Cybersecurity 

world and with investment capacity. The requisites are not trivial, it is not enough to have 

resources, we must prepare the vanguards of a defensive system to be built”. 

 

This press release is online at www.relatech.com (Investor Relations/Press Release section).  

*** 

Relatech (ticker RLT ISINIT0005433740), Digital Enabler Solution Knowledge (D.E.S.K.) Company, listed on AIM 
Italia since June 2019, is present on the market with innovative solutions dedicated to the digital transformation of 
companies. Relatech is an innovative SME focused on customers looking for the most innovative solutions, 
becoming a strategic partner for digitization and ICT services. Relatech constantly invests in Open innovation with 
an extensive R&D activity carried out internally and numerous partnerships with the main Italian Universities and 
research centers. Thanks to its digital platform and cloud based RePlatform, it provides services and develops 
innovative digital solutions in frontier technologies of Digital Enabler, such as Cloud, Cybersecurity, Blockchain, 
Big Data, Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence, Internet of Things. 

*** 

Mediatech, founded in 2001 and part of the Relatech Group since 2020, specializes in modern frontier technologies 
Cybersecurity and Cloud. It proposes itself to the market with a wide suite of services and solutions for IT security 
such as IT infrastructures, GDPR, Data Management, Incident response, Forensic, Compliance, also carrying out 
projects in the Cloud area in all its forms, private, public, hybrid and hyperconverged. Mediatech welcomes in its 
ecosystem important technological partnerships with market leaders of international standing. 
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